
ZANGO’S CREW

LOGLINE: A group of friends in dystopian New York must find

a way to escape the city with the help of a stubborn army

general.



A BLANK SCREEN.

KENZI (V.O.)

We’re not fighting the war. We are

the war.

CUT TO:

INT. DECREPIT APARTMENT LOBBY - NIGHT

SPARK.

GENERAL ZANGO JEIL, 56, holds a lit match in front of him.

Nothing is illuminated except for his face, bearded and

scarred.

ZANGO

...So who’s with me?

We pull out to reveal an assortment of young faces huddled

around ZANGO: KENZI, 12, a pale girl with dark, unkempt hair

covering her eyes; OTIS, 17, chubby and blonde with a

resigned optimism in his blue eyes; his sister, LYA, 19,

also blonde and baby-faced, but wise beyond her years;

HYLAKE, 22, solemn, yet armed with a sarcastic grin; and

TOK, 23, a tall, dispirited woman with an anger streak.

LYA

How can we trust you?

ZANGO

You can’t. But you will, because I

have apps and you’ve got jack shit.

Take it or die.

CUT TO:

EXT. BLEECKER STREET - NIGHT

ZANGO, with a silver messenger bag wrapped his torso, leads

THE CREW (KENZI, OTIS, LYA, HYLAKE, and TOK) out of the

decrepit apartment building and onto a now-abandoned

BLEECKER STREET.

We hear ZANGO speak as we watch THE CREW make their way

through the street.

ZANGO (V.O.)

You’re my crew. Don’t fuck this up.

(CONTINUED)
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The street is a mess: there is litter everywhere, rats

scurrying between large potholes, and rubble from downed

buildings piled up. There is no electricity and no light

from the street, but overhead, there is a small DRONE

navigating the street and giving off a soft, yellow glow.

ZANGO (V.O.)

The last time I left this city, I

was a fucking war hero. But I

didn’t know that there are no

heroes in war. Everyone is either a

criminal, or dead.

The groups navigates the road through the shadows, creeping

against the brick buildings and staying low to the ground to

avoid the drone’s notice.

As they turn the corner, we slowly zoom out to see that NYC

is entirely bathed in darkness and the entire island of

Manhattan is surrounded by a great, 10-story concrete wall

on all sides.

The only light in New York comes from thousands of tiny

drones hovering over every inch of the city.

We cut back and forth between the group creeping down the

street and the following scene in the apartment building:

INT. DECREPIT APARTMENT LOBBY - NIGHT

THE CREW edges towards the main entrance of the lobby,

waiting for the right time to open the door to the street

outside. ZANGO presses his ear to the door and listens.

KENZI

What’s it like on the other side?

ZANGO barely misses a beat.

ZANGO

Fuck if I lknow.

KENZI

Then how do you know it’s better?

ZANGO

I don’t. Haven’t been off the

goddamn island since the war

started.

(CONTINUED)
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HYLAKE

You mean since we started the war-

LYA

We didn’t start anything.

HYLAKE

(Sarcastic)

Oh yeah, we just got kicked out of

the UN for no reason...

TOK

You are not your country. Now stop

fucking talking or else we’ll get

caught before we even-

ZANGO

Now!

ZANGO pushes the door open and our six heroes rush outside.

In the distance, we hear distinct "pops" and the hum of the

drones outside.

CUT TO:

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - NIGHT

What was once Washington Square Park has become a

large, slab of concrete filled with cracks and craters.

ZANGO and THE CREW approaches the park slowly.

ZANGO tightly clutches his silver messenger bag.

OTIS

What...what are we doing here?

LYA

Otis, shh!

OTIS

It’s too open, the drones will see

us...we’re past curfew...

LYA

Be quiet!

OTIS turns to run but a shadowy figure appears behind him.

OTIS shrieks.

ZANGO

Maars?

(CONTINUED)
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The shadowy figure named MAARS steps forward and shakes

ZANGO’s hand.

MAARS

Quickly.

MAARS leads the crew to a large crater along the perimeter

in the park. Everyone quickly climbs in.

CUT TO:

EXT. CRATER - NIGHT

MAARS leads ZANGO and THE CREW into a part of the crater

that’s hollowed out from the rest of the concrete, creating

an overhang in the crater that protects them from view of

any drones.

In the crater, small groups of people huddle together for

warmth. No one hiding in the crater is older than 16.

MAARS

We don’t have long. What apps can

you trade?

ZANGO opens his silver messenger bag and pulls out what

appears to be a tin can. However, he unravels the can and it

unfolds into a flat screen, no thicker than a piece of

construction paper.

ZANGO

Soap. Ice maker. Scissors. Clean

water.

MAARS

You’re gonna have to do better than

that.

ZANGO sighs. He hates negotiating.

ZANGO

I also have fire. But I can’t give

you all of it.

MAARS

What about electricity?

ZANGO laughs.

ZANGO

Come on. The UN blocked our

electricity apps years ago. Hell,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ZANGO (cont’d)
these kids don’t even know what

that is.

ZANGO motions to the rest of the group. KENZI is wide-eyed.

KENZI

Please, Mr. Maars, sir...

MAARS laughs.

MAARS

What are you going to do when you

get out of the city anyway? The

closest power source is 25 miles

from here, and it’s heavily

guarded.

ZANGO

I’ll figure it out.

MAARS

I doubt it, General. You’re wanted

for execution.

ZANGO takes a deep breath. He didn’t know this.

TOK

Wait, what does he mean?

HYLAKE

Oh, I get it.

HYLAKE grins obnoxiously.

HYLAKE

He’s a fucking deserter!

There is an eerie silence. The groups of children hiding in

the crater look up and stare at ZANGO.

TOK

Are you serious?

TOK gets angry.

TOK

Are you seriously a fucking

deserter?

ZANGO looks down.

(CONTINUED)
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ZANGO

Yes.

TOK laughs maniacally.

TOK

Oh, great! Of course, the oldest

person south of 14th street is only

still around because he’s a fucking

military deserter piece of shit...

LYA

Stop it.

TOK

Makes sense right? That barely

anyone from your generation is even

alive anymore except for cowards

like you. What did they die for

anyway? For some billionaire

playing politician to declare war

on the rest of the world? For our

entire country to be exiled? For

people like who you left your

brothers and sisters behind to die?

LYA

Stop!

TOK turns to the rest of the crew.

TOK

What the fuck did we risk our lives

for, listening to this piece of

shit?

LYA

ENOUGH!

There is another eerie silence. KENZI starts to cry.

LYA

Look, we all want to get out of the

city, right? Zango may be a

deserter, but he’s the only one

who’s been outside of these walls

and he’s the only one with any

apps.

In a rare moment of sincerity, HYLAKE clears his throat.

(CONTINUED)
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HYLAKE

She’s right. We might as well keep

going.

MAARS

I hate to interrupt, but we haven’t

reached a negotiation.

ZANGO looks up at MAARS.

ZANGO

My entire fire app for safe passage

out of the city.

MAARS

Deal.

MAARS and ZANGO shake hands. ZANGO taps his screen and

flicks his fingers in MAARS’ direction. MAARS appears

pleased.

MAARS

Alright. This way.

MAARS motions to THE CREW and they follow him deeper into

the dark crater. MAARS then pulls open a trap door from the

concrete. Underneath the trap door is a set of stairs and a

sign that reads "WEST 4 ST. WASHINGTON SQ SUBWAY STATION."

ZANGO leads the way as he and THE CREW descend the stairs.

CUT TO:

INT. SUBWAY PLATFORM - NIGHT

The dark, deserted subway platform lies still. Suddenly, the

stillness is interrupted by the slam of a door and the sound

of footsteps descending stairs.

ZANGO and THE CREW enter the subway platform with MAARS

entering last. He leads them to the edge of the platform and

points.

MAARS

Follow this track north for ten

blocks. At 14th street, you’ll

transfer to the PATH line. There’s

more security up there, but you may

be able to evade them if you don’t

move when the drones approach. And

if you run into anyone, tell them I

sent you on a retrieval mission.

(CONTINUED)
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ZANGO

I will. Thank you.

MAARS nods and exits the subway platform only a second

later, not wanting to be down there longer than he needs to

be.

THE CREW is silent, unsure of what to say to each other now

that they’re journey is nothing short of a guarantee.

LYA

So...you gave up your fire.

ZANGO

I had to.

LYA

I guess we’re doing this.

ZANGO

I have more matches in my bag.

LYA blinks in confusion.

ZANGO

Those things I had earlier. It

makes fire without using an app.

TOK takes a deep breath.

TOK

We really are doing this.

HYLAKE

Yup

Surprisingly, KENZI jumps onto the train track and leads the

way.

CUT TO:

INT. SUBWAY TUNNEL - NIGHT

ZANGO and THE CREW follow the subway rails. They are silent

as they travel. We see and hear rats and roaches along the

path, escaping from the mayhem above.

When they arrive at 14TH STREET, ZANGO points and nods and

they all silently cut over into a different tunnel.

Quick close ups of each member of the group walking in

silence. LYA is quietly crying.
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INT. PATH TUNNEL - NIGHT

ZANGO and THE CREW continue to walk through the tunnel. We

hear a roaring rush of water.

ZANGO

I can hear the river overhead. I

think we’re almost there.

Suddenly, a soft hum can be heard in the distance. Without

prompt, everyone stills and presses against the wall of the

tunnel.

A drone flies by. It moves slowly past each member of the

group. LYA closes her eyes as tears continue to stream down

her face.

The drone passes. Everyone collectively breathes a sigh of

relief.

ZANGO leads again and this time, they cut around the corner

to a different track when...

INT. 2ND PATH TUNNEL - NIGHT

...ZANGO and THE CREW come face-to-face with two members of

the US military, wearing black jackets and holding small

guns. KENZI screams.

SOLDIER 1

What do we have here?

ZANGO sweats. He blinks and stammers.

SOLDIER 2

You?

ZANGO

W-we’re on a retrieval m-mission

for General Maars.

SOLDIER 1

Who the fuck is that?

SOLDIER 2

(Still suspicious)

Oh. Maars. I’ve heard of him.

SOLDIER 1

Fine. Credentials?

ZANGO slowly pulls out his silver messenger bag and starts

rifling throug it.

(CONTINUED)
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ZANGO

I have it in here...

SOLDIER 2

Wait. Wait up one second.

Before ZANGO can stop him, SOLDIER 2 holds up a screen to

ZANGO’s eyes and it flashes quickly, as if it were taking a

photo. He then looks at his screen.

SOLDIER 2

I knew it. I knew you looked

familiar.

SOLDIER 2 laughs.

SOLDIER 2

This guy? Database says this guy’s

a deserter!

SOLDIER 1

Wow! What a hero!

The soldiers laugh again. LYA and OTIS exchanged panicked

glances. TOK grips her fists tightly.

Suddenly, SOLDIER 1 raises his gun. We hear a pop and just

like that, ZANGO is down on the ground. He’s been shot.

ZANGO screams in pain.

OTIS

No!

Alarmed with OTIS’ response, the two soldiers look at him,

smirking. Seemingly out of nowhere, KENZI takes the

opportunity to pull SOLDIER 2’s gun from his hand.

KENZI shoots SOLDIER 2 and, before he even gets the chance

to turn, shoots SOLDIER 1 as well.

TOK

Kenzi!

TOK grabs KENZI and pulls her aside. OTIS has a panic

attack.

OTIS

Oh. Oh no. Oh no oh no oh no. What

do we do?

SOLDIER 1 gasps. He is still alive.

(CONTINUED)
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OTIS

Oh god! Oh god he’s still alive. Oh

god oh god!

HYLAKE grabs the gun from KENZI and shoots SOLDIER 1 again.

SOLDIER 1 becomes silent.

LYA kneels next to ZANGO. Blood is pouring out of his chest.

LYA

Wha-what do we do?

ZANGO coughs. Long beat as LYA waits for an answer.

LYA

Guys...what do we-?

TOK

We go.

LYA

What?

TOK

We go.

TOK looks down at ZANGO sadly. He knowingly hands her his

messenger bag.

TOK

I’m sorry, Zango.

ZANGO coughs again, choking on his blood.

HYLAKE

So we just leave him?

TOK

Yes.

THE CREW starts to leave, led by TOK. Only HYLAKE stays

behind, holding onto the gun. He looks down at ZANGO with a

look of pity in his eyes.

HYLAKE

Thank you.

ZANGO nods. HYLAKE points the gun at ZANGO and shoots,

putting him out of his misery.

ZANGO closes his eyes for the last time as we hear the

footsteps of the remaining crew running away.

FADE TO BLACK


